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FOREWORD 
The purpose of the Telemetry Data Compressor Test Program was to 
establish the near-optimum data compressor control parameter settings which 
consist primarily of output bit rate, measurement tolerance settings, priority 
assignments and rejection of certain type data based upon actual Saturn flight 
PCM data. 
For this report, three different Saturn flights (AS-202, AS-203 and 
AS-204) were programmed, processed and studied to determine these near­
optimum settings,. 
This study was performed for the National. Aeronautics and Space 
.Administration, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center under Contract No. 
NAS8-21204. 
Special thanks is given to Mr. Gabe Wallace for his helpful suggestions 
and contributions in performance of this program. 
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PCM telemetry data from Saturn Flights AS-202, AS-203 and AS-204 
were processed through a zero-order predictor data compressor. Tests 
initially specified for this test program required revision to avoid buffer 
memory saturation. Therefore to meet program objectives, several new test 
programs were generated for each flight. 
For the three Saturn flights, 153 total test runs were generated to 
study the buffer memory behavior as a function of the data compressor control 
parameters. Buffer fullness values were measured from the test run visi­
corder records and plotted for comparative analysis.-
Analysis results showed that the data compression ratio obtained for 
the high-activity periods varied from 2. 0 to 6. 5. Test runs generated with 1K 
tolerance assignments had an average data compression ratio of 2. 5; in com­
parison, test runs operating at the 4K tolerance value had an-average data com­
pr.ession ratio of 4. 95. This compression ratio improvement could not be 
clearly attributed to either the rejection of system noise or redundant data 
samples. 
It was not possible to determine the near-optimum data compressor 
control parameters for all three Saturn flights due to the large number of test 
programs involved. A significant difference in data characteristics was 
observed between the three flights analyzed; as such, commonality between 
optimuni control parameters was not found. It remains therefore that if data 
compression application is to become practical, an effective method of 
modeling data classes prior to flight must be found or else improved buffer 
control techniques must' be devised. 
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1. TEST PROGRAM 
The test program consisted of playing back predetection recorded PCM 
telemetry data into a zero order predictor data compressor system. The PCM 
data was processed by the data compressor and the compressors operation was 
observed by recording buffer queue length on a visicorder record. Various data 
compressor control parameters, such as tolerance control, priority assignment 
control and compressor output bit rate, were varied in order to observe its 
effects on buffer fullness or buffer queue length. Both high and low activity 
periods were interrogated for each flight. The high activity periods consisted 
of the launch phase for each flight. 
Four basic types of buffer fullness plots were prepared for this report 
to give maximum insight to the data compressor behavior under varying control 
parameter conditions. These plots are open loop plots, tolerance control plots, 
priority assignment control plots and combination control plots. These plots 
were generated from data runs in which the visicorder speed was either 2- 0 ips 
or 1.0 ips so that detailed buffer operations could be observed. 
Visicorder records running at 0. 2 ips were also generated for the 
entire flight to show the overall affects of the flight data on the data compressor 
Some of these full flight runs included telemetry calibrations while others 
rejected telemetry calibrations to note the overall queue length affects. These 
Lull length data runs were not used for plotting purposes but are described in 
Data Run Listing for each flight. As a prelude to the test result discussions, 
the following paragraphs describes the test program operation. 
Electronic Playback System Operation 
The primary function of the electronic playback system is to condition, 
reconstruct, reformat and process the PCM telemetry playback data to the data 
compressor. The compressor operation is continuously observed by monitoring 
1 




and recording the buffer queue length on the visicorder record along with range 
time. During periods of no data or bad data, 'the buffer memory was inhibited 
so as to prevent excessive loading of the buffer memory with noise. This buffer 
inhibit/ enable signal is recorded on the visicorder record simultaneously with' 
the buffer fullness parameters and range time. During in-flight calibration of 
.the telemetry system, both reference and buffer memories are inhibited by a 
calibration signal. Both the reference and buffer memory inhibit signals are 
recorded on the visicorder record simultaneously with buffer fulliess para­
meters and range time. 
-A block diagram of the electronic playback system is shown in Fig. 1. 
A data tape containing Saturn PCM data, range times (2-pps code) and a cali­
bration inhibit signal are simultaneously played back on an Ampex FR1400 
instrumentatibn tape recorder. "The PCM data, which was originally FM 
recorded on a 450kHz center frequency subcarrier, is played back through the 
tape recorders FM electronics. This digitaldata is then passed through an 
8-pole lowpass filter for rejection of unfiltered FM carrier signals and high­
frequency noise. It is then amplified and properly biased to meet the bit synch­
ronizer threshold requirements. The bit synchronizer processes the data to 
provide the Timing, Data Formatting and Control Logic Assembly (TDFCLA) 
with conditioned PCM data, Clock A which is in phase with the leading edge of-
PCM data, the compliment of Clock A (Clock B) and a 144 kHz square wave. 
The calibration inhibit signal, which was originally modulated on a 
Voltage Controlled Oscillator (Channel 13) and then direct recorded on tape, was 
played back through the tape recorders direct reproduce electronics into a 
Channel 13 FM discriminator for detection. This detected signal was then pre­
sented to the-TDFCLA for incorporation into the control logic for processing 
the data to th-e data compressor. 
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The TDFCLA processes the serial PCM data with the clocks and the 
calibration inhibit signal to provide the following inputs to the data compressor: 
parallel PCM data, the master reset pulse (MST"B"), the conditioned 144 kHz 
signal, the buffer en'able/ inhibit signal, the reference memory enable/inhibit 
signal and the reset buffer counters signal. The TDFCLA also accepts the 
buffer subtractor outputs from the data compressor and converts them into two 
analog signals (fine and rough) for recording on the visicorder record. Figure 2 
shows a more detailed description of the TDFCLA with its serial to parallel 
converter, master and main frame comparators, master frame sync pulse 
generator, counters, registers, buffer inhibited logic and associated logic. 
The range time originally modulated a voltage controlled oscillator 
(Channel 15) and was direct recorded on tape. On playback the FM subcarrier 
is played through the tape recorders direct reproduce electronics and detected 
by a Channel 15 discriminator. This code (2 pps) is then presented to the gal­
vonometer amplifier for recording on the visicorder record as is shown in 
Fig. 3. 
1.2 Visicorder Records 
A typical visicorder record is shown in Fig. 3 and it presents the raw 
data test results that will be plotted and analyzed. On each record five different 
signals are recorded simultaneously and they are as follows: range time, buffer 
fuilness, range plot, buffer fullness five plot, reference memory enable/inhibit 
signal and buffer memory enable/ inhibit signal. The range time was recorded 
in IRIG Standard Time Code - Format "C" -2 pps for each of the three flights 
and is shown in Fig. 4. 
The buffer fullness plots, fine and rough, are derived from the buffer 
memory subtractor outputs of the data compressor. The subtractor output is a 
10 bit word that is derived by taking the difference between the input word 
counter and output word counter of the buffer memory. For reasons of accuracy, 
4 
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clarity, simplicity and resolutions, it was decided to take the 10-bit subtractor 
output and represent it by two individual plots. As a result, the three most 
significant bits and seven least significant bits were passed through D/A con­
verters and plotted as the rough and fine buffer fullness plots respectively. 
Figure 4 shows the calibration steps for each plot as they occur on each of the 
visicorder recorders. The rough plot is in 128-word steps while the fine plot 
is in 16-word steps. The buffer can be read to within five words which provides 
an overall accuracy of 0. 5% over the entire buffer fullness range. 
The reference memory enable/inhibit signal controls reference 
memory updating ability. While in the inhibit mode, the reference memory is 
not updated; this "inhibit" mode occurs during in-flight calibrations of the tele­
metry system so as to prevent buffer fullness from going into saturation. In thc 
enable mode, the reference memory is allowed to be updated by new data. 
The buffer memory enable/inhibit signal controls the buffer memory 
status as far as accepting or rejecting significant data samples. The inhibit 
mode occurs when "no data," "loss of data," or "degenerate data" situations 
exist. This once again prevents buffer memory from overflowing as a result of 
noise being accepted. The inhibit mode is also utilized during the in-flight 
calibrations. The enable mode allows significant data to be transferred into 
the buffer memory resulting from reference memory updating. 
1. 3 Data Compressor Programming 
Prior to system operation, the data compressor must be specifically 
programmed to handle each individual flight. This programming is accom­
plished through the Program Patch Assembly which is in addition to the internal 
programming of the data compressor (refer to Fig. 1). The Program Patch 
Assembly provides output bit rate programming, reference memory word group 
selection, and inputs to the control logic equations. All control parameters for 
the control logic equations are also wired to a patch board assembly located in 
8 
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the rear of the cnassis, ma~ing programming of the control logic equations. 
quite accessible. 
Internal programming of the data compressor consists of programming 
the discrete buffer fullness levels located on program cards 2AA and 2BB, plus 
P14 program connector programming for resetting the reference memory. An 
additional change to the data compressor also was incurred by disengaging the 
buffer memory magnetics portion for operational simplicity; only the counters 
and subtractor portion of the buffer memory are utilized. 
To inhibit buffer memory and reference memory operations, additional 
programming was made to Boards PC-33 and PC4, respectively. 
Channel information programming into the data compressor reference 
memory is accomplished by the program test fixture. In accordance with the 
particular PCM format and time slot, the proper tolerance, sample rate, pri­
ority assignment and address bit information is programmed in the reference 
memory. 
The data compressor internal operations are monitored through the 
Data Compressor Test Point Panel. For detailed information with regards to 
these test points, data compressor programming, or compressor operations 
refer to Lockheed Document LMSC-8-30-65-4. 
1.4 Data Presentation 
For comparative analysis purposes, the data obtained from each of the 
various data runs were plotted in one of four different classes of curves. These 
curves are namely: open loop, tolerance control, priority assignment control 
and combination control curves. All values plotted in these curves are classi­
fied as either Type I or Type IT and both values are tabulated in Appendix B for 
each run. The Type I value is defined as the number of data words or signifi­
cant samples in the buffer at any instant of time and is referred to as "buffer 
9
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fullness" or "buffer queue length. " The Type II value is defined as the number 
of words presented to the buffer over a certain interval of time. For this 
report, this value was integrated over a 0.5 second interval and is referred to 
as-"input to buffer." Type II values are plotted for curves whose programs are 
identical to one another except for the variation of one control parameters. An 
example of this would be two test runs that are identical except for output bit 
rate. Type II values are plotted for curves whose programs are reasonably the 
same or identical but have at least two or more control parameters that vary 
simultaneously. The latter case allows observation of buffer fullnes-s behavior 
as a function of more than one data compressor control parameter. 
The Type I value is measured directly from the visicorder record by 
adding the rough and fine buffer fullness plots together for a particular instant 
of time. The Type II values are obtained by adding the difference in buffer full­
ness (over a 0. 5 second interval) to the word output rate per 0. 5 second. This 
can best be stated by the following equation: 
Type II= IB = (BFatt - BFatt+0.5 sec) + OW 
whereby
 
IB Input to buffer (words/ 0. 5 sec) = Type II values 
BF Buffer fullness (words) 
OW 2 Output words/0. 5 see 
1. 4.1 Open Loop Plots 
Open loop curves are generated by plotting buffer fullness (in words) 
vs. range time. For the test program, these plots were generated for both the 
high- and low-activity periods of the flight. The purpose of these curves was tc 
determine the optimum data compressor output bit rate for a particular mea­
surement program. The optimum output bit rate can be defined as that 
10 
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which restricts the buffer fullness level from going into saturation or being 
emptied. Type I values are normally plotted for open loop curves due to the 
fact that the output bit rate is the only varying control parameter. 
1.4.2 Tolerance Control Plots 
Two types (Type I and Type II) of tolerance control curves are plotted 
to give different aspects on the affects of tolerance control on buffer fullness or 
queue length. Tolerance controls for all data runs were not activated until the 
buffer fullness reached the 128-word level. 
Tolerance control curves (Type I) plots buffer fullness (in words) vs. 
range time at 0. 5 second intervals. The tolerance control curves (Type II) 
plots "input words to buffer" (words/ 0 5 second) vs. range time. 
1. 4.3 Priority Assignment Control Plots 
Priority control curves show the affect of buffer fullness as a function 
rejecting nonpriority data when the 128 word level of the buffer has been 
exceeded. Either buffer fullness (Type I) or "input words to buffer" (Type II) 
curves are plotted to show the effect of priority control. 
1.4.4 Combination Control Plots 
These curves show the affect on the buffer memory as a function of 
two or more buffer control parameters. All combination control curves are 
plotted as a function of "input to buffer" vs. "range time. " These type curves 
allow test runs to be compared although they may have a completely different 
set of buffer control parameters. 
1.5 Measurement Tolerance Assignments 
The tolerance for each measurement in the composite PCM format 
must be programmed into the data compressor. These tolerance assignments 
are based upon transducer type and the accuracy required for understanding 
flight operational parameters. 
11 
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Table 1 gives a listing of the different kinds of measurement for 
Flight #AS-202 and their associated codes, approximate percent of measuremeni 
list, and the percent of priority assignments for each measurement type. For 
each of the flights, the different types of measurements are summarized with a 
defined percentage of the measurement given a priority assignment in accor­
dance with the percentages listed in Table 1. 
Table 2 shows a listing of the various types of measurements and their 
prescribed tolerance assignments. In accordance with the work statement, each 
measurement has a minimum and maximum tolerance assignment specified by 
Table 1 
TYPES OF MEASUREMEN±L 
:% of % Given
 
Measurement Type of Measurement a Priority
 
Code Measurement List Assignment
 
A Acceleration 21.3 50
 
B Acoustic 0.0 0
 
C Temperature 32.8 10
 
D Pressure 6.9. 75
 
E Vibration 0.0 0 
F Flow Rate 5.8 100 
G Position 5.2 80 
H Guidance & Control 21.3 50 
J RF & Telemetry 8.7 50 
K Signal 6.4 100 
L Liquid Level 0.0 0 
M Voltage Current 12.7 10 









Program A Program B 
(1K Values Specified (4K Values Specified 
Type of By the Work By the Work 
Measurement Statement) Statement) 
A, H ±0.110 ±0.78% 
B, E ±1. 56%o ±6.4% 
C ±1.56% ±6.4% 
D ±0.78% ±3.2% 
F ±0.1% ±0.78% 
G ±0.78% ±3.2% 
S±0.1% ±0.78% 
K Accept All ±0.1% 
Essential Samples 
L ±1. 56% ±6.4% 
M ±1.56% ±6.4% 
R ±0.1% ±0.78% 
4K and 1K, respectively. For this test program, Program 1K will be designated 
as Program A and Program 4K will be designated as Program B. This change 
in terminology permits a larger number of test conditions to be investigated. An 
example of this would be to make test runs of 1K, 2K and 4K on Programs 2A1 
and 2B1. Another reason for having Programs A and B comes primarily from 
the fact that the measurements programmed in with a ±0. 1% tolerance accuracy 
cannot be changed by the tolerance control parameters of the data compressor. 
This is an inherent characteristic of the data compressor. Thus the required 
4K program as specified by the work statement calls for manual reprogramming 
of the data compressor. 
13 
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It is noted that Tables 1 and 2 provide. a good set of ground rules for 
programming data channels into the data compressor. However, these rules 
cannot be fully incorporated into all flights because of buffer memory saturation 
To obtain meaningful results on certain data runs, it was necessary to reject 
several data channels from the basic program. Data channel programming 
details for each flight are contained in the tables in Appendix A. Table 3 shows 
a typical listing giving the Frame, Multiplexer, Channel, Group, Stored Address 
Bit, Priority Assignment, Program A Tolerance Assignment, Program B 
Tolerance Assignments and program for each data channel. Variations made to 
the basic A and B programs are specified in the column called "Prog. " Pro­
grams described by 2AI, 2A2, 3AI, 3BI, etc. , can be broken down into the 
following: 
A Variation to basic program 
Refers to 
flight number- 1k tolerance 
s 200 
Each of these numbers pertain to a particular test program which is defined on 
the test program sheet of each flight. 
14 




DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. Vehicle No. Sheet I of I 
Store d 
Meas. Add. 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit PriorityP 
15
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TEST PROGRAM OPERATIONS 
2. 1 Flight AS-202 Tests 
Saturn PCM telemetry data from Flight AS-202 Instrumentation Unit 
was played back from"an instrumentation tape, and processed by the zero order 
predictor Saturn PCM telemetry data compressor. Before data processing 
could be initiated, the data channel information (priority, tolerance) for Flight 
AS-203 was manually programmed in the data compressor in accordance with 
the program described in Table A. I of Appendix A. In Table A. 1, the 
Frame, Multiplexer, Channel Group, Stored Address Bit, Priority, Program A. 
Program B and Prog. are described for each data channel. All programs 
called out in this table are described in detail in Table 4. Any data channel with 
a particular program called out in its "Prog. " column is programmed for 
rejection for that particular program. For instance, Channel 7B has 2A2 and 
232 written in the "Prog." column which means that this channel was program­
med for rejection for Programs 2A2 and 2B2. Table 4 also lists the number of 
significant samples presented to the data compressor per second for each of the 
test programs. 
Table 5 gives a complete list of data runs made for Flight AS-202. For 
each data run the table gives the Visicorder Speed, Time Interval, Data Com­
pressor Output Bit Rate, Programmed Used, Tolerance, Priority Utilized or 
not, Calibration Included or not, Word Force Level of buffer memory, Figure 
on which the curve is plotted and finally comments. It should be noted again 
that no plots were generated from data runs recorded at the 0. 2-ips visicorder 
speed. These runs were made primarily to determine near optimum data com­
pressor parameters and also to verify certain selected programs. 
It should also be pointed out that when in-flight calibrations are included 
in the run, they do not necessarily contribute the buffer fullness for that particular 
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2A1 See Table 2 
(This program reflects the 1K tolerances 
assigned to the parameters-specified by the work 
statement) 
2A2 Same as Program 2AI except that the following 
channels were rejected 
Frame Channels 










2A3 Same as Program 2A2 except channels 7B, 13A 
and 19A of Frame 1 were programmed for 
acceptance 
2B1 See Table 2 
(This program reflects the 4K tolerances 
assigned to the parameters specified by the work 
statement) 
2B2 Same as Program 2131 except that the data chan-
nels rejected in Program 2A2 were rejected here 
2B3 Same as Program 2B2 except channels 73, 
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run. For instance all curves plotted on the launch period do not include 
bration words because calibration words occur later in the run. It is the intent 
of this section of the report to present the plotted data runs with all analysis 
reserved for the analysis section of this report. 
2.1.1 Open Loop Plots 
Program 2A1 was first attempted with the data compressor output bit 
rate set at 36 Kbps. The visicorder records showed that for Runs #202-1 and 
#202-2 the buffer fullness went into saturation for the entire flight. Program 
2A2 was then programmed into the data compressor and open loop Runs #202-4, 
#202-5, and #202-6 were made with Run *202-5 (12 Kbps) being optimum as is 
shown in Fig. 5. 
Program 2A3 is the same as Program 2A2 except that three channels 
of data (at 120 sps) were programmed for acceptance into the data compressor. 
Runs #202-7, #202-8 and #202-9 were made and plotted in Fig. 6. Run #202-7 
with an output bit rate of 18 Kbps was optimum. From Table B-1 in Appendix B 
the "input words to the buffer" was compared for Run #202-5 and #202-7. The 
results showed that Run #202-7 accepts approximately 360 more words a second 
than does Run #202-5 which is expected. 
Figure 7 shows open loop plots of Runs #202-29, #202-30, #202-31 and 
#202-32 for Program 2B2. Run #202-29 with an output bit rate of 5.54 Kbps 
appears to be optimum reaching a buffer fullness of 600 words. Run #202-39 
was made at a visicorder speed of 0. 2 ips and gives a look at the entire flight 
for Program 2B2, 1K tolerance and an output bit rate of 5. 54 Kbps. 
Figure 8 shows a plot of Runs #202-46 and #202-47 which were run for 
Program 2B2 and the selected low activity period. This is a Type II plot which 
plots "input to buffer" vs. "range time, 
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Fig. 5 Open Loop Plots (Type I) Runs #202-4, #202-5 & #202-6 
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Fig. 8 Open Loop Plots (Type IT)- Runs #202-46 & #202-47 
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2.1. 2 Tolerance Control Plots 
Figure 9 shows tolerance control pLots olvttuns rzuz-L-u, rzuz-L.L ana 
#202-12 for tolerances of 1K, 2K and 4K, respectively. Tolerance control 
appeared to have -more effect going from the 1K to 2K controls in relation to 
going from the 2K to 4K controls. Figure 1.0 is a Type II plot of the same Runs 
4202-10,.f202-11, and #202-12 which plots input words vs. range time. The 
crossovers of the curves in Fig. 10 can be, attributed to inaccuracies in mea­
suring the visicorder records along the time axis. 
For Program 2B1, tolerance control plots (Type I) were made from 
Runs #202-19, #202-20, and #202-21 for tolerance of 1K, 2K and 4K, respec­
tively, and are -shown in Fig. 11. The output bit rate was 18 Kbps with good 
control over buffer queue length being quite apparent. Figure.12 -shows a 
plot of Runs'#202-41, #202-43, and #202-44 for tolerances of iK, 2K, and 4K, 
respectively, for Program 2B3. All plots in Figs. 11 and 12 are generated 
from identical programs except that the guidance and control measurements 
have been rejected for Program 2B3. 
Utilizing Program 2B1, Fig. 13 shows plots generated from Runs 
#202-26, and #202-27, and "20 2 - 2 8 for-tolerances of 1K, 2K and 4K, respec­
tively. these are Type I curves plotted for the low activity period. 
2. 1. 3 Priority Assignment Control Plots 
For all priority assignment control plots, the control goes into effect 
when the buffer reaches or exceeds the 128-word buffer level. Figure 14 shows 
aplot of Runs #202-13, #202-14, and #202-15 for Program 2A2. 
Figure 15 shows a plot of Runs #202-22 and #202-23 for Program 231. 
These are Type II plots which plot input to buffer vs. range time. 
2. 1.4 Combination Control Plots 
In Fig. 16, Runs #202-23 (1K to 1) and #202-24 (2K tol. ) are plotted 
with all nonpriority data being rejected at the 128 word level. These are Type I 
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curves which show 'that buffer queue length can be quite effectively controlled by 
both priority and tolerance controls. 
Figure 17 shows a combination plot of different output bit rates and 
tolerances plus priority assignment utilization. In this figure, Runs #202-34 
91 #V902-35are plotted for Program 2B2. 
Runs #202-32 and #202-33 are plotted in Fig. 18 showing the effects of 
both tolerance and priority,control. These plots are Type I curves and were 
run on Program 2B2. 
Figures 19 and 20 are Type IHplots of combinations of different output 
bit rates and tolerance controls. Figure 19 shows plots of Runs #202-36, 
#202-37, and #202-38 while Fig. 20 shows plots of Runs #202-24 and #202-25. 
2.2 Flight AS-203 Tests 
Saturn PCM telemetry data from Flight AS-203 Instrumentation Unit 
was played back from an instrumentation tape and processed by a zero-order 
predictor Saturn PCM telemetry data compressor. The tests on this flight were 
broken down into verification tests and flight tests -and are listed in Table 6. 
In Table 6, Runs #203-1 through #203-9 are classified as verification test 
because their purpose is to verify that the electronic playback system was pro­
perly operating. Verification was accomplished by programming the data chan­
nel information into the data compressor as specified by Program A in Table 
A.. 2 of Appendix A and then making the data runs. Program A was the identical 
program used for the generation of data runs for the first G-108 preliminary 
report. In comparing data Runs #203-1 through #203-9 with previous G-108 
data runs, a good comparison was obtained thus verifying that the system was i 
good operational order. 
For further verification, two other instrumentation tapes obtained 
from different tracking stations and each containing the same PCM data, were 
also run and compared, with good results. 
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Flight AS-203 tests consist of Runs #203-10 through #203-51 which are 
described in detail in Table 6. In the table, the Visicorder Speed, Time Inter­
val, Output Bit Rate, Program Used, Tolerance, Priority Utilized, Calibration 
Included or not, Forced Word Level, Figure on which the run is plotted and 
Comments are given for each data run. The program used for each run is 
described in detail in Table 7. The total number of time slots presented to the 
data compressor for processing each second is shown in the third column. 
Column 2 lists the data channels deletions to be made to the basic data channel 
programs and this is described in Table A. 3 in Appendix A. 
Table A. 3 lists all data channels to be programmed into the data com­
pressor with respect to stored address bit, priority and tolerances for Pro­
grams 3AI and 3B1. 
2.2.1 Open-Loop Plots 
Runs #203-10 through #203-17 used Program 3AI and data compressor 
output bit rates of 24 and 36 Kbps with the result that the buffer fullness para­
meter went into saturation. Only during short intervals of low activity did 
buffer fullness drop out of saturation. 
For Program 3B2, open loop curves (Type I) of Runs #203-46 and 
#203-51 are plotted in Fig. 21. Rin #203-46 was optimum with an output bit 
rate of 14.4 Kbps. 
Also utilizing Program 3B2 of open loop curves (Type I) for the low 
activity period (14:55:18-14:55:33) were plotted in Fig. 22 using Runs #203-32, 
#203-34, and #203-35. 
2.2.2 Tolerance Control Plots 
Figure 23 shows a plot of Runs #203-21, #203-22 and #203-23 for toler­
ance of IK, 4K and 2K, respectively. These are Type I plots that show control 
over buffer queue length as a function of the tolerance control. Figure 24 is a 
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PROGRAMS FOR FLIGHT AS-203
 
Program Description 
3AI See Table 2 
(This program reflects the 1K tolerances assigned 
to the parameters specified bythe work statement) 
3A2 	 Same as Program 3AI except the guidance and con- 
trol ("H" type) and"K" type measurements were 
programmed for rejection. They are as follows: 
Frame Channels 
1 3A,5A,6A,l1B,12A,12B,13A,13B, 




















3A3 	 Same as Program 3Al except that the "H" type. 
measurements were rejected 
3B1 	 See Table 2 
(This program reflects the 4K tolerances assigned 
to the parameters specified by the work statement) 
3B2 	 Same as Program 3B1 except that the measure-
ments rejected in Program 3A2 were also rejected 
here 
3B3 	 Same as Program 3B1 except that the H60-603 
measurements were programmed for acceptance 
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Type. II plot of the same runs-whereby "input to the buffer" is plotted against 
"'range time." In this plot, the number of words sent to the buffer memory 
every 0. 5 second is plotted. 
Figure 25 shows plot of Runs #203-24, #203-25 and #203-26 for toler­
ances of 2K, 1K and 4K, respectively, for Program 3A3.
 
2.2.3 Priority Assignment Control Plots
 
For Program 3B2, Fig. 26 shows a plot of (Type II) Runs #203 -49 and 
#203-50 being subjected to priority assignment control. As is to be expected, 
the data run with the higher output rate will have more input words submitted to 
the buffer memory. Reasons for this has already been discussed in the 
"priority assignment control plot" section for Flight AS-203." 
2.2.4 Combination Control Plot 
Figure 27 is a combination plot (Type II) that plots Runs #203-46, 
#203-47 and #203-48. Both output bit rate and tolerance control were utilized 
for these plots. 
2.3 Flight AS-204 Tests 
Saturn PCM telemetry data from Flight AS-204 instrumentation unit 
was played back from an instrumentation tape and processed by the zero-order 
predictor Saturn PCM telemetry data compressor. The data channel informa­
tion (priority, stored address bit and tolerance) was manually programmed in 
the data compressor in accordance with values specified in Table A. 4 in 
Appendix A. In the table, two basic data channel programs are specified (4AI 
and 4B1) which adhere to the 1K and 4K tolerances specified by the work state­
ment. 
Table 8 lists all data runs for Flight AS-204. For each data run, the 
Visicorder Speed, Time Interval, Output Bit Rate, Program Used, Tolerance, 
Priority Utilized or not, Calibration Included or not, Forced Word Level, Plotted 
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FOR FLIGHT AS-204LISTING OF DATA RUNS 
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Visi. Output Word Plotted
 
Run Speed !BitRate Program Priority Cal. Level on
 
Number (ips) Time Interval (k bps) Used Tol. Utilized Included (Words) Fig. No. Comments
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On What Figure and Comments are specified. Variations to the two basic data 
channel Programs 4AI and 4BI can-be made and are specified'in the "Program 
Used" column. A complete description ofedch of these programs is given in 
Table 9. 
It is the intent of this section to basically describe the plots for the 
flights and leave all analysis to the analysis section of this report. All points 
plotted in these figures are listed in Table B. 3 of Appendix B. 
2.3.1 Open Loop Plots 
Figure 28 shows a plot (Type I) of Runs #204-14, #204-1-5, #204-16 for 
Program 4A2. Run #204-14 with an output bit rate of 8.0 Kbps appears to be 
mbst optimum. 
Figure 29 shows a plot (Type I) of Run #204-33, #204-34-and #204-35 
for Program 4B2. The optimum output bit rate is 6. 0 Kbps which was pro­
grammed on Run #204-33. 
For the low activity period (22:52:10 - 22:52:25), Runs #204-40 and 
#204-41 were plotted in Fig. 30. Run #204-40 appears to be suitable for further 
analysis. 
2.3.2 Tolerance Control Plots 
Figure 31 shows a plot (Type I) of Runs #204-7, #204-8 and #204-9 for 
tolerance of 1K, 2K and 4K, respectively. These plots were run for Program 
4AI and show buffer queue length as a function of tolerance control. 
For Program 4B2, Fig. 32 shows plots of Runs *204-33, #204-36 and 
#204-37 for tolerances of 1K, 2K and 4K, respectively. Figure 33 shows plots 
of Runs #204-40 and #204-43 for the same program only for the low activity 
period. 
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PROGRAMS FOR -FLIGHT AS-204 
Program 	 Description 
4A1 	 See Table 2 
To prevent the buffer memory from being com-
pletely filled, all guidance and control (H type) 
measurements were programmed for rejection. 
This program reflects the 1K tolerances assigned 
to the parameters specified bythe work statement 
4A2 Same as Program 4AI except the following T K" 
type measurements were deleted 
Frame Channels 
1 3B,5B,6A,liB, 13A,17A, 17B, 18B 
19A,l-9B, 20B, 24B,'25B., 26B 
2 13A 
4 13A,22B 





4BI 	 See Table 2 
Same as program 4AI except that this program 
reflects the 4K tolerances assigned to the para­
meters specified by the work statement. 
4B2 	 Same as Program 4B1 except that the data chan-
nels rejected in Program 4A2 were rejected here 
4B3 	 Same as Program 4BI except that the tolerances 
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Figure 34 show plots (Type I) of Runs #204-23, #204-24, #204-25, and 
#204-26 for Program 4A2. Runs #204-23 and #204-26 were programmed with 
an output bit rate of 9. 0 Kbps, while Runs #204-24 and #204-25 had output bit 
rates of 8.0 Kbps. 
2.3.3 Priority Assignment Control Plots 
Figures 35 and 36 show priority assignment plots for Programs 4B2 
and 4A2, respectively. Both figures plot "input to buffer" vs. "range time. 
2.3.4 Combination Control Plot 
Figure 37 shows a plot of Runs #204-23, #204"-24, #204-25, #204-26, 
#204-33, #204-36, and #204-37. All curves plot "input to buffer" vs. range 
time. 
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Data Compression Ratio 
It was not the intent of the Data Compres sor Test program to perform 
a thorough theoretical analysis on data compression. However, some analysis 
on the test results is in order. Due to the large number of test runs generated, 
several optimum test runs from each flight were selected for study. 
Table 10 lists these optimum test runs from Flights 202, 203 and 204 
along with their associated Program, Input Bit Rate, Output Bit Rate, Maximum 
Buffer Queue Length, Maximum Input Words to Buffer, Figures Plotted on, 
Flight Number and Data Compression Ratio. The data compression ratio was 
determined by taking the ratio of the input bit rate to the output bit rate. The 
input bit rate was determined for each program by summing all nonprogram 
rejected data time slots with the sync word time slots (360) and multiplying 
their sum by 10. The output bit rate was directly read from the compressor 
program sheet. 
Table 10 lists test runs for both high and low activity periods. In-flight 
telemetry calibrations for all test runs were rejected so as to eliminate false 
buffer memory operations. 
Studying Table 10 revealed that .the data compression ratio for the 
launch period varied from 1. 95 for Run #202-7 to 5. 67 for Run #202-29. Low 
activity periods showed data compression ratios extending from 5. 1 to 7. 42. It 
is interesting to note the difference in data compression ratios between the 
basic Type A and B programs. The average compression ratio for Program A 
is 2. 5 as compared to 4. 92 for Program B. Recalling that Programs A and B 
are respectively the IK and 4K tolerances assignments specified by the work 
statement, a significant improvement in compression ratio has been achieved 
by widening the data measurement tolerances. 
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202-5 2A2 31,440 12,000 516 words 475 6 202 2.62 
Z 202-7 2A3 35,040 18,000 489 665 7 202 1.95 























































































At this point it is impossible to attribute the improved data compres­
sion ratio to system noise or the rejection of redundant data samples. Further 
analysis should be performed to determine the system noise before meaningful 
tolerance values can be assigned to each type of measurement. 
3.2 Input Words to Buffer 
Another method for observing the effectiveness the control parameters 
have on the buffer queue length is to observe the number of input words to the 
buffer memory per unit interval of time. For this test program, the input 
words to the buffer were integrated over a 0. 5 second interval for all test runs 
and tabulated in the tables of Appendix B. 
Comparing the "input to buffer" values for tolerance control type runs, 
the number of input words to the buffer decreased as the measurement toler­
ances were widened as was expected. After studying the "input to buffer" para­
meter for numerous test runs, it was felt that integrations over smaller incre­
ments of time could give a better appreciation of buffer operations. 
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Based upon the test analysis results, the -following recommendations 
are 	proposed for future test and study. 
1. 	 Determine the system noise level for each flight so 
that proper accuracy values can be assigned to each. 
data channel for the 1K tolerance program. (Presently, 
an ambiguity exists in trying to attribute the generation 
of significant data samples from either system noise 
or activity.) 
2.. 	 Study the number of input words to the buffer memory 
over smaller time increments. (For'this report, the 
number of buffer. input words was integrated over 
0. 5 second intervals, depicting data activity trends. 
For a better understanding, of compressor operations 
on this data, it is suggested that the "input words to 
buffer" parameter be integrated over each main frame 
interval.) 
3. 	 Study Saturn PCM telemetry data utilizing a first-order 
data compressor and compare results with the zero­
order predictor buffer experiments. 
4. 	 Conduct additional studies to compare queuing buffet 
control characteristics between adaptive aperture and 
adaptive filtering. These experiments might best be 
conducted by constructing an adaptive filter breadboard 
which could be added in front of the Saturn data com­
pressor or the MSFC Telemetry Redundancy Analyzer 
System. If7 view of the Saturn PCM telemetry noise 
problem, it is believed that adaptive filtering will more 
effectively control buffer queue length and promises to 
reduce compression RMS errors. 
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Appendix A 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM SHEETS
 
The.tables presented in this appendix describe the data channel infor­
mation programmed into the data compressor for various Saturn flights. 
Tables A. 1, A. 3 and A. 4 describe the programs used for Flights AS-202, 
AS-203 and AS-204, respectively. Table A. 2 describes the program used for 
verification tests of Flight AS-203. 
For each data channel, the stored address bit priority and tolerance 
are programmed into the data compressor. Variations to the basic Programs 
XA1 and XB1 are noted in the column designated as "Prog. ' A description of 
these program variations is described in the test for that particular flight. 
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,Table A. I 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. Vehicle No. 7 SheetI of /) 
Stored Q06, PRi 
Meas. Add. 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit 'Priority Prog. 
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Table A. 1 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. 02-_ Vehicle No. Yit SheetS of 10 
Stored POD P 
Meas. Add. 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority 24 2] Prog. 
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DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR
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-DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR
 
Vehicle No. TUFlight No. AS-209 
Meas. 

Item No. Frame Mux. 
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- Table A. 1 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR
 
Flight No. 6.2 2- 2-. Vehicle No. 9'1 Sheet of L
 
-IStored 1t9&s PROG 
Meas. Add. a1 as.v 
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Table A. 1 
.DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. AS -2& Vehicle No. T-'17 Sheet 6" of /6 
Stored P0 6 
Meas. Add. " 
Iteml NO. Frame Mux. Chn.ru Bit Priority "" Prog. 
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DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR
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DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR
 
Flight No. A 20 2- Vehicle No. 7'7 Sheet S of /0
 
I Stored Pio( O I 
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DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR
 
Flight No. AS.-20"a ST- of/C
Vehicle No. heet, 
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Table A. I 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. 19S201, Vehicle No. -V Sheet /0 of /0 
StoredMeas. Add. 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority Prog. 
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DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR
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Table A. 2 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INTFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 





Item" No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority 
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-Table A. 2 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA 
COMl-nnaoo'u 
Sheet 3 of/bVehicle No. TL 
__O')Flight No. 
!Add.Meas. 
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Table A. 2 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. .___0 Vehicle No. TT " Sheet %of/Q
I -Stored PROG 
Meas. Add.J Al 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Priority Prog. 
1 A o / [7
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Table A. 2 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. .0 2 Vehicle No.j-" Sheet - of /D 
Sotored, 
Meas. Add. A 
Item No. iFrame Mux. Chan. Group j Priority __ PE2Bit ro 
I--,Lc4 ( 3 j$ o o !,q 
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DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR
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DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. 20% Vehicle No. ____ Sheetl7 of 46 
IStored Nr 
Item No. Frame Mux. han. Group Bit Priority Pr
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Table A. 2 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. Vehicle No. 71. Sheet ? of } Stored pC Meas. Gr ouedAdd. A_ 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority Prof 
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Table A. 2 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
' Flight No. 2636 Vehicle No. Dh Sheet 7 of /, 
I !!Stored j 0c 
Meas. Add. 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority Prog. 
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Table' A. 2 
DATA CHANNEL-PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. )W3 Vehicle No. Sheet/-L of_ 
l 
 Stored f 0b 
Meas. Add. 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority A Prog. 
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DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR
 
Flight No. Vehicle N6. T Sheet of /0
 
-Stored R 
Meas. Add. 11$8) 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group *. Bit Priority Frog. 
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A. 3 Table 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. AS-20__ Vehicle No. T Sheet 2.of /0 
I Stored k P/ P, 
Meas. Add. sa 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority Prog. 
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Table A. 3 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. A>20 Vehicle No. ffl Sheet '3 of JO 
Stored PRc Pat& 
Meas. Add. '341 3,1 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority Prog. 
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Table A. 3 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. Vehicle No. f"T_- Sheet 9 of /C 
I IStored 13%s P/4tG 
Meas. Add. 36 3&l 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority Frog. 
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DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR
 
Flight No. AS' -C, Vehicle No. Sheet -ofio 
Stored Pr&. Pt%6. 
Meas.. Add.- 3Ai 3S8 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority Prog. 
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Table A. 3 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. AS-2-C2 Vehicle No. '4F Sheet_ of J 
Stored PROS 
Meas. Add. )3 I 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority t' Prog. 
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Table A. 3 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. IiS-c2&3 Vehicle No. uJETT Sheet 7 of /0 




Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority Prog.
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Table A. 3 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 





Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority __ __Prog.
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Item No. • Frame 
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Table A. 3 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. A-203 Vehicle No. 1-U Sheet/ of/0 
Stored pg/ ?I & 
Meas. Add. 314/ 3 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority Prog. 
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DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR
 
FlightNo. 1195-.2011 Vehicle No. LU. Sheet / of /0
 
j JStored I A oso P'z6. " 
Meas.. Add.Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit jPriorityNo. m III__ 
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Table A. 4 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. A,-)0y Vehicle No. I U, Sheet A of /0I t Im'+
 
Meas. f ~~Stored fP~4P~cAdd. It,+l.+( Po 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bi Priority RAI a 
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DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. ,1'93 -2o'I Vehicle No. - U. Sheet 3 of /0 
I j StoredJ P1o Pso. 
Meas. Add. 414- q1 j 
Item No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority Prog. 
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DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR
 
Flight No. 0/-) Vehicle No. Sheet 'Yof /o
-2 D'-
I IStored 
ea IN Mx. Group Ad.qlProg.0.Frame Chan. 
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-v, 2 ji 
76T 0!os,.2,,,I3 0 y .z ___,' 
7 / LCS,: !2 / 1 / 1u 13> 
'77 1-,--3v.j 3 ,'3 , l t o IN-cI __. _ 
75/'91, 2 
.,.7 
-- I I,-'r, 3 3 -1 ' /~ / -. I/l 
79 jC0,230:-w6', 3 198 ~L&~Us 6, _ 
So0 , 3 I t s I / / ..1Ls! 
9'/ I 3 /__ ! i / I / -_3..2 
3k o 3 3 s A _______ 
/ I , I / i /
_ 
_!,_3 
SSyi-cI3 3 c a__ V0 
9sl(CcC4 I 9 I t31 & 1 o !/-6-6-, J-__ 
L? ICMMU-NIC 1 3 1AN 1 1 D VELO78 N­85co' yg~ 3 3_ 116, S_ 79_ _ 
90 t13-,31d 0 /561s3H /77 
H3u__91 k 5ii1 3 / 79 
S77n c L.1-
9 ~Li- I7 1 21 c 
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DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR
 
Flight No. 4'-201 Vehicle No. 2 U Sheet 5 of /0
 
SM.Stored Mrs.Meas. Ad41.-1 L8 
Item No. Frame. Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority Pog. 
__,_ :,,,,-, :9' : I / / qf0lZ, 
*9' j.,2.-Y/J "</ ) /0 I B j ) / .-7-S 3.2 
/0 _ i 1 1 1 0 0 ).6 "1;.__O_7-__ 
. i £,,fJ 
/07 jicc>i-',C4 ',- i j.,s ,1s 1 __,,.__ __ ,,of 1K-cc's j b' l /3 ! o / ./_ 
_7203 1 63-6ol -/. /j 0 Y0 3,2 
Io_ § i 5' 8 0 I / .,,15 16___,_.i_ __f ; o 0l . 
/07 ___ __/ _ _ i / .2 1 
/o6 ] 1 j OT-- 7,91 
io__ ,,_,,.,,-__ 9 f / fls _ I .I o L .-' <;.yI 
/09 u01 .<-mj 1/ j ) 2/1 / 1 0 ic7 J.2 
0l1 /7 I K-1 L 4i I / 2313 I / KC IiVs-g3,,_ _? 
__i13-4,-1/2~~ ji3~c5 5 / 1, IC <:)12 z,cs 3 .9/ d X2IIc­
'i16s a-A.I 1212 IA9 / ,o KI z7. 
i5 "- I 5 / /_ } 0I Hi It ­
qjl) 2; ., 
f (28 / .)17/I 1 - f / y I / 
'/7 co.:o,-vv{ - 2 j o g/ 1 . j/, ,L' y/gS - 2 i m I_____ico.~--/,L __ _­
ii2i v06.-'/i' S A /3 .8 0 _____ <./ _I _ 
'--,/,.'9I.K> -osI &j >- I 
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DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
-Flight No. 4-Sgd Vehicle No. T Sheet ,/- of /0 
Stored .! 
Meas. Add.Item No. Frame -Mux. Chan. Group Bit dPriority Prog. 
s,,,3 ~ ~ ~ ~s 1 o0X. i0 IJ ,!-- i s <I ,4 __ _ __ __ I,___ _ _,___­
, 1o,--,,,i 5 212 / l l jI/ i . Y 
1.-2 1gw/S- 5- -1.2I/6. I ,/ ! KsI.2 ._"__"<_I 7_ 
131 Ks. sTcI / I'6cs 
/22*- ,~2 3 __ y, ,_ 
_i.fl,'n-M9- I 1 t43 ,2 &.1 j 5 3- tI 1iA I t 1I o i.I.//A ; ___, 
i-2,! l2( . l13 1YV Szi / K' I.., ._ _ 
JP%3 (C)165- 3___ 09_ 2 32_;__/ !__,_:._,- 6 i m 1/ . I /o -___> -._', __1 
11c.%.3...cc,1 6 1_ 1/I '3A I/ ic I/rs.j M 
13 , .,-,,,,0 1 t - ', i 0/ ! 0 K. ' I3. 1 
_ _ I?s.- -3.2___/-3 V,'0r.I 6 f'h.~~~1 I 1l Z> i. , 
__._;/.~icIcmiI I ! ."7 t- ' /1 o ,:s1i,- _1/v 17-_601 1 1 . I L 
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'able A. 4 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. -!S-i20,1 Vehicle No. f . Sheet 7 of /0 
Stored loftR&Meas. Add. _ __ ____ IAR tG, Pr- g. 
Iteml No. Frame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority ___j­
1,51p ,--liyc/ __ _ I_It: ! / 
_! __. 
/4,ioo.i-s 3- .71 6 - ! / 1 C01 
/ v- I 7 1/ I--6C2 
52 71 / IB I_/f i / !A 
)5IV--v3 71! .2l I / i c 1,7Y 3-2 
1,ZI ZJ5I- 17 L169 j.S.. I 
155 co--5I 7 / 1Y o 1 I i 0 j.4' 6.1! 
15 .- 1I 7 / -, 3-j___01/'I.1 
15- ! 7 / i/2121 o 9 , 2 
__ __ _ / i/ 1 Ij . Q 
/5 oss-q, I i iI o o '-.-I6.0IUtiVz ii ,.i,is0 -,,, I fi, II / ** ' . I163 /1.7YIj /! o - - I 
,27/-.2v 7 zcj/> 'I/ 
/~-16c,3y2 "f /0~/1 /1/ L& 
10 




Table A. 4 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. /5--Q< Vehicle No. ILL Sheet .7 of J0 
X f Stored p
Meas. Add. "" P 
Item No. Frame j Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority ly e/ Pr 
icy K "g I ? iO 2 / I . i t 
/70 i f8 I IO '1 / 27 A 2 
j 7 H Yc- a 2 I.12 , 0 0 j/.5& 0. 
73 ,C2 13 /9 0 0 __ /_ . 
_ 
_.j 
Z'1_ __ .-,__ 2 _ 1/3 B o I __-_ _ _ __ 
I75Iz.t-tc: 8 J. //I" 0 J / l7. 3£2 
71 c 8 j /i js jI/ 0 ltE.X KEJJ 
7 2 2 Iil 0 , 0 1156 L--YI 
A/0 _ 
_, 
_ 1< / 0o 0 ___ _-_.__i7t>oxs-.vwi S -. K 1, / I I K's 3t.___ 
luOj, 9-.d: 2 12 1 /8 . 1 0 CO.-__.__ ___ 
ig1 Vos-9 Ii / g19 / 1 0 73I 3, 
- 2 J 2,2 3 I / 0 V$1. ­
2S'.c1;-.c-J ?J s. , ,2 / I o I/,-16 ',J-
M_. .- ! ( 3 I 17 / . I0sxL?.4 
)z17 I 9 . i} I I / .1 -g1 1 # i../ I._1.-:__,-a,. 
,V 0 9 / 1.13 I 
/.__ 1 ,2<,._I8 
. 
_ I 
/9/cc,-&,44 9 3 0O 0 I/,sw 
_.. __ 
9 D3 0 IAAUA0 s 5'V:O,;1N 
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DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
No. /)s-20/ Vehicle No. .7U Sheet 9 of/0 
Sto~0red ,Meas. • StAdd 
Iteml "N. JFrame Mux. Chan. Group Bit Priority Pr 
/SccI3 2 74 [A- f/vs__/94t ... II !/'I S. I- I o 1:7.6 6+.1,-
/A95 jo23-Y'I 9 i Bj& ,1/5 
__
 
/96I,,, - .,,I Y i",s I 0/ I 0
 
/ 7-I'D 0--,- 9 i / i i o c-,_,
 
.9, 1,129.9_ 3 I /,II VZv 
. /-zo',u-,l I /1.3I-1- oi., 1, i.__ 
0 B - 6-3I___ 
y 1/3 -V--. I /o i 2LJL I / .o 
___.c205C943 /0 1/ I ,y 's I vI_no? c --s I /o i i/ I I /o6 I 5 . z __,I 2O50c(1 k g /1 / 1 0__ 1___~ 1_ 
.2_0 7/0ev -o 1 / 1 1'/0 1 / [,78 13.-2 1___ 
S/ ' 22fc 9l;4/1 /0 / 13 0i 10 I~6C _ 
S I )-=.io-/0I I I I - . I 

621/Sp)5icCQ-a3I /0 / 1 5 1 9 0 / j -,ZW 3,2 

29-.1/0 1 /& o0/ a#o 
__
 
)14c6-iojY/0 1 /&81/ I / o 
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Table A. 4 
DATA CHANNEL PROGRAM INFORMATION TO DATA COMPRESSOR 
Flight No. ,S-2a1 Vehicle No. .1J/ Sheet/9 of./O 
Stored 
Meas. Add. h '%GI 
Red- No. Frame lMux. Chan. Group jBit Priority Prog. 
;2)i, o /0 / K-2 3IrfEY / -1. 
1 1 11-
LA DVA1CE D C OAP MUN o RESEARCH A N DI _-­
_ _- _ _I-_ 
_ _ _ I I, t_ 
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BUFFER FULLNESS VALUES PLOTTED 
The tables presented in this appendix list the values plotted in the 
various figures of the report. These points for the various test runs were 
derived from the buffer fullness curves -recorded on the visicorder records. 
The buffer fullness level was read every half second and tabulated in the 
These values were then converted"Buffer Fullness" column of the report. 
into input words to the buffer and recorded in the "Input. to Buffer" column of 
the table.
 
Tables B. 1, B. 2 and B. 3 list the plotted values derived from the 
various test runs for Flight AS-202, AS-203 and AS-204 respectively. 
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Table B. I' Sheet 1 of 21 Run No. , - -Run No. :2 Z-
Buff er Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
It- _____,_ 3 Q l4 39 
" 5' - f7b L4- 75 
_ 
_ 6-21__ _ -26V - (_C[32.& tH,.-. ­





3,__-,-_ 794. , _. q2 
-5+,- 2<>- 40'. :0 o 







iz- sA 1 3(7 3.2$' 
4 37715-e 22/Z 
___ _-__7"£-35J 5,97 _ 
AN DEVELPMENT
-ADVNCE COMNCAIN "REEARC 
ttv,___-ve___ 94 
4zt J 7,J- _ P_ 3:I 




Table B. 1 ("Sheet 2 of 21 
Run No. -B, un No. 2 
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
7,115 3,.. CD c> _ _ 7 _ 
sL7475 77 .__-
Tic' 4-/ 35--795 
b5.9__ ___ ___ _. - __ ___C) 3V!2)-0)
 
%.o~- -- 72 5-79
 
4-_-76 5-77 
:7 Lf C -D" C 7 




.., -]~ -- :l -7­~ 3Sco \_.1 _ -"_ (10-? 





_ _5 _ _ 
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Table B. I/ 
>2t-/r RunNo. 
Buffer 






Input to Buffer 
(Words) I Fullness (Words) Input to Buffer (Words) 
9 -9 3c/- 19f 35FLf 
_.7_-7 Li iL,- 3 ( 
Li 5-- 17__ -. I. 4-62 
32?- 373f-4c 
4c:--- 3 - 39( 
" c, Lpo- 5- 5--- 3 - 3 5 -35 
.3.,-<- 5. 5____7 _ _ 
.,. __3 c/ - 2, 33c,o _.7/4 379 
37. - ffZc , - ; -37. 
___ ,,__ ,-___.. 3317 .2 <.37.9 
Lt I, 12 3.3
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IaDle j.i Sheet 4 of 21 
RunNo. 2o2-2 RunNo. 2C7?-i, 
Buffer . .Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
__7 ___-;3t, 355 .Z)3 
Zh. -7 7,Z 4 7 
3," c c73 1% 3 
'.5) 2- g3 13 v 7 "9 
3 77" i. '
__"_____ '3tf33W" -3,7 3 375­_,5 __/ _ 
-3,, 327 
_ -3r 5 It- 375 
3f____ '% _,- 3 _ /7$ 3 77 
_35-& 3-_ _ __ _ _ _ P T 
3S 3 7 7g 375­-3 71 753c3,2. 3-k~ 1? 
,6_. "__-_,0, 323 /26 3L.7 
-1% 3_____ }/{ 2c b 75­
______- 32/ 32X 2 3,77 
___.<_ . .- ,2 3& 0 _- to _, '3Q( 
3S______ 27& .- ,j [_-­
7,, T2".0 '36- 5- 
40.,0. ??s - 60 -2v-7 
s 9:-c 6 / 3371 
______ "-__ 70 3 5-- 3t- 3C3 .3 
q+2. I 
Lo, 3 / <7'-
#$ / 37$ ____ 7<3 
,, - 7 37 
, ., - 7 -
_"7 _ 
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Input to Buffer 
(Words) 
ofiScct._¢ 4-7:-. J-.L75. j Z3$#-! 
1 F .. -71t7 I It T 
"3. 3I.-g°_J- 2g .6 
43"-7 ,_.\ 3 







(iI 3 c 





,.,_____. r _ _ 
_ 
I _ _ _I_.;- _ 
-7 
_ 
_ I..ix ___ 
i i _ 









__ ".2,__ _ _ /2 '-
'5-/"l." __"* _ 357. ._,.-/.i 
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Table B8. I Sheet 6 of 21 
Run No. Buffe.r 
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
/s'r_ 5_ 5_ _ _A__6 
3u<5- I' . -7 3 .2o :' $-72 
5-, 141' (1-7 $,_( Y
-f, _______-_-_- I -o 7 3 
.q_ 176, 5- r( 4o o 
-77 
__.,__ ____ - 5 3 C 5-6 
212 1',;)- __ 1$> n) 
-79 5_3/ 
:___.. /_____. ( ____, __ '5 ­
10 553 " 567 
-___. ____ 5-- 5 35 
JA~ --7"(4g&6553 '3" -­-7 
. 7tto. . __5-L 2 52t7 
4c .c S" 5Th' g S-t 
Lil f 




Table B. I Sheet 7 of 21 
Run No. L Run No. 2C2-- 2 
Buffer. Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
3S-- 57c7 it 3 .­
3/,i, 19t (>3/ ( 5" 
_____-_S3)o-S '7q9 (52- S'- 73 / 2. 5-c 3 
,5 h/ . - /2 -C3 
___ ,t__ J5. - / 2,5W-52C,$ - 54 7 
"35-~2 o 5-7ffcl. 
3 .. -5-7 q~ /u35-.6 
<S 5 __ _5-_ _>_--7 
• '.>. e 5-77 ? 7 
7,i L! 5- 3 1 -.2, 
_ -911. o 25- 57-> I '5-7 I6 
i §2? e1 
3-c - :1 525 S _ _ 
____ 5"_ (C-) " 121
 
___ _ -___. ( CC1 5-'i-is __-__
 -ADVANCED COMMNICAION REEAC AND DEVLOPMEN 
5_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ ,.__ 5)c q-s3- _ _ 
C-t.2P __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _C-, 
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Table B. I 
9~~ ~ ~~~he o S 0 J 8 of 21 8,of 21u 
Run No. 2. Ru . . 
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
o,5-(,LV(cl "32 qo 
___,___5 373 --.­
3L.,'3,.7vo> 5-,z t I - " .2c,-to '-2 73.? 
-­ , 457 3b7 
%ICc C i. 73 25-
3, c, 712 . :323 _ _ 7__ 
3' 7 t3 "Q7 __ 3c-_-_--







/ 7 -2_ 
____0( / Y2 










6-7, 377 3_-_"75 
6Y5QT- L.C 377 




3 -. [ 2? 
3 7,f 
37 






,_______3351c _ /-2-9i07 37375 
-ANE-,M 
________ 
UN CATION o RESERC 
12 
AN "LLPE 3799 
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Table B. I Sheet 9 of 21 
Run No. .*-2 Run No. 
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) -(Words) 
"_ct /t-Lr 7 
L h/_3tc '37 
,!,- .q C"f.- ­32.u Lp57.d (,5/ 
37q 
5s'C, q­













:-4,. 776 1 
it 20 7S7(- 2­2_._ _ 776- _ _"
 
4To 7-9c- 32
1,2.; 7 9 " $___ 
___ __ 
Lq.c Ct0 27q 
i7:iQ: 4' .5 __ -____ 27t/_____ 





















6(-2.5-4-26 55-L C, 
Lt ._5_- _ 






t;1,7.u C -S 
14-7,5 6c-230 








Table B. 1 Sheet 10 of 21 
2t2 -26 Run No. , c 27 
Buffer 
Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
(Words) (Words) (Words) 
I 	 _ _ 
l L'f /'S 
_ 





.293 1t3 	 oo 
"3
ItS.o Ca 
317 	 7( 3.4 
.-q 	 56) 
i_____3".-o '3--t i2 
3 -' 	 ),) if ______ 
50 3­
3?17 	 5 I______13c3 	 .2 
-3:2' 	 Sc ­
3o7 	 55-

/C 	 C 
303 _- - <jL­
27 
0q8 	 " -f 
,9 __,o __ __t-D; 

C -,51. C 'ny:''-ocf 
___ 
___,IC]j7e 17:57.<- 1.> $-. /K 
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S t 1 of 211 Table B. 1 
Run No. )C- - Run No. 
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time 
,7:)-/.'7: 7,c (Words) IODL_ (Words) (Words) (Words) _ 
3 . 53S.c" 
'Y15 5,_ 
'7 ', L lILt 
'2176__: 5 
."4_" 




4& c __ -__ 4_ 
':4 c _ __'3_ _ 
4C-c -2 ej 331 _ _ __ _ 
7. 7 ­
. -. a-,"c­









31. 5- i/31. o 
-/.c , c4 q2$ 
3 3 o _ -5 _-









35 - - __ 
o,. c r 
41. 
42 -26 
q-2. 5 -7 
,!2.5-
7:---<,. .4-C7-5 
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Table B.1 Sheet 13 of 21 
Run No. 2r -'-, i Run No. -9V;t - 2­
.Buffer
Buffe r 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer
 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words)
 
c 	 . b- SI 
R, 6_1 I o5 
3.1. [73 c--	 195 
b 	 Ztic 2 I 	 2c 207 
;t2.5-	 . 27 
__..___7_ ______ _ 5-	 27 
3% 1-c 	 ItS___ ___ 	 .q _______ 
57
at ______ 37'-t I'7O 222_C( Il7S1f 
(.. . ~ ,-'---7I~Gi~ 	 / Lt 
,/. 	 "-e,i. 27 14
 
i. 	 V' 1 L* :,___, i i 
__ __ 197 # 
*,- C. 
7'3/c C,4rl- /-7" 
_______"__ 	 -9 
3.$-c. _ /y- 7 	 1>"14l17(	 /q

34C 1 _ _ 170f 	 cc U-)_ _ __ _c _ 
% 	 C2o:V)
* 3-2 
YctWc 	 1<_ 
_4cc I/o_ __ I .-	 H. ___ ,: _ __" 
45- 3-	 4/9 
72b 
/7+ C &10_ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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i awie b. - Sheet ±'± ui 6. 
Rur No. .2-," - 'Run No. .)e ./-
Buffer Buffer 
Range- Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
,7 3." cS /0>/ 
3c 502-,f'g !ztf 
27:5 :Iq___ 
"Jl,c -, ' ' o )f 
-2-1 20- (5i 










$3.k 91 ,S, /(75-- ____ __" 1/ 
3if 2'i> 17fq/34 
.;:.cS o<, 71 f__-__" ___ _-i__ 
-,'.., . - - )./ /2i__. $ ___0 
}2, 
75, ,375 /o5 (ilS i1 
q, . 96 t7 /12. 17____ 
3cr' ____ __- /___. _ _ /1 i/+,Y 
c-. _/. _ / I/, 117 
92. - t.c, -$ i,1 




Run No. 2c2- [ yRun No. Sheet 15 of 21 
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
W. I -. t c ,,_ 

:7.2 l- y -7-._ 
_.­
___,___ 2cC __ __ __'__ __ __ _ 
-y­
37,g 5 t 
35.c !2 T'hui"s? 
v/c /2V 
__-_ _ 
, ._ ) I' j j'- t0 
2.5- i36 (S, 
5D CF 
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Table B. I Sheet 16 of 21 
Run No. 2cZ- 7 Run No. .22-7-
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words), (Words) (Words) (Words) 
i/7.1 7: '-o,o e 5" 
" j4..j I"oI /417/ 7/ 

_ b~_ _c-4-2 -cy 
/6'C2 i'%2N 2i 
,/.° / /9-0 . ____ ___ li 3­
4 , _, iq-4 .o/ Ite " __i __z 

iis 1 i-20 ill,920­l " / Ll" !&L
_lite( 
,_____1 __ i- )c _____ ___.. 
2
1(.c 17 I.4I3 -S

L-y - it /t i"- 4 (5/2. 
,Ce.< 96 I 'I- . /4, 
c-_._1F7-2 1±6 ' 
m-l 9-3I: 3) '5-W 
-.c t2o 177 -1 17,5 
'12'5~~~ 3~C 5 









Table B. 1 Sheet 17 of 21 
Run No. - cZ_- 2.6 Run No. 
Buffer Buffer-
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
-______-7j7,.;' -c Is-
7.447 .c NZ-S 
C­
tt> 1'T -r _ __I 4.c / 7 t,
 
c _-Q2.> _ < __ 
c , 7I- 1 3 2­
___ ;__ iygo.__, 1U.5
 
9%lc __ 7___ i3J 
_______7_ /7. ILt ?_ 
H-,,
 
- 5 -/ "I" 
_ __~~~ _ _ _ __ ~~ _ __ _I 
;,.9.27 '91?' 
5ADVCE C.S o S H D E 
/7"1 
i-
_ _-._ o _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ __1 
,$,3.C LCCi 
,. 2.% / u, _ __ _ __ __ _ 
/77 ).7.7 ___,.,___ ____________ " aI x I 
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Table B .I .Sheet lii 0 6-± 
)C -f J Run No. -2c: 2i 
Buffer 
Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 





- 07o9 Itt H4 
C, . 










"37 /7 I(. - ­
___o _____*7 '27 :3 55 





(I.< . ___ __-_ _IS" -7"= ­
132
 
Table B. 1 Sheet 19 of 21 
Run No. "z "-c o- Run No. ,c2- -
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
!/U, 
-22%c 0) 
C)0 . -- 7,5 33'i 
6) -- ac ( 3v­
70 1473 .5-)' 3/­
"2l___15Zfr3-/ S76 3 7 
k1. '357o 6'7393 C/_72.c ___ ___ 3 9_3 __-_ _. __ 
23> ;2/4 +tq-I 2 j. 3 7 
2- -2 2S. s/ '9 T7 
2 c,-S -37 1-1 
___ 157 3 5-5 __ -­
____________,I_ zi 3-C-­
____ ,.._ o2 _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _3 5 
______~ _ _t,_ _ 
iG 
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Table B. 1 Sheet 20 of zi 
Run No. C 'RunNo. 7 
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time' (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
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Table B. 2 -- Sheet of 8 
Run No. )-2,-9i Run No. t -. 
Buffer Buffer 
Fullness Inpuf to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
(Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
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_ _ __ 7 L3J 
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Table B. 2 Aet 2 of 8 
Run No. -. 3 Run No. :4' --c 
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
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Run No. Z3 -- 529 Run No. 2c --
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
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Run No. Z 0O?-?5 Run No. 
Buffer Buffer 
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iale b. Z Sheet 6 of 8 
Run No. Qc2 /, 4-7 Run No. 2' 
Buffer Buffer 
Range. Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
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Table B. 2 / Sheet 8 of 8 
Run No. ' "-- C- i'Run No. 2 -
Buffer IBuffer 
Range Fullness Input tb Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
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Table B. 3 Sheet 2 of 13 
RunNo. - Run No. 20%--
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Wo_)_ords) (Words) (Words) 
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Table B. 3 Sheet 3 of 13 
Run No. CZh e/- /P3 Run No. . o, f--it 
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
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Run No. 2'---2- Run No. 2CL-./( 
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time '. (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
STable 
Oc. . Lt9 3it 	 ___ -.1 ., _­
,. e -. 2S0 	 12-> ___ ___" _ 
9 ;$.24c 	 *12 
c5.-.9 	 2 3 z ] 
.2- 9 . __ 
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Table B. 3 Sheet 6 of 13 
Run No. _cwi--- 3 Run No. 2c:tv -
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words)' I (Words) (Words) 
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- Run No. ......t A _ __un__ Run No. _ ,.' -I--" -;i_  
Buffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
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Run No. " No._, - v-Run IBuffer Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
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...... Table B. 3 Sheet 9 of 13 
Run No. - Ro.!.un No. --__r 9 
Buffer Bfiffer 
Range. Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Wozds) "- (Words) (Words) (Words) 
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_R-__3__---Sheet e___ 	 10 of 13.Run No. %0t- 3-. I Run No. t 3(e,-O -
Buffer .. .. Buffer 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time (Words) (Words) _ (Words) (Words) 
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RunNo. o'I-Z RunNo. Q fl-3Ao 
Buffer Buffer 
Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
(Words) (Words) (Words)' (Words) 
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Run No. ,o 1 - / o Run No.-
Buffer Buffer. 
Range Fullness Input to Buffer Fullness Input to Buffer 
Time' (Words) (Words) (Words) (Words) 
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